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he Board of Directors of the African Heritage Institution has
approved the appointment of Prof. Ufo Okeke-Uzodike as the
new Executive Director of the Institution from August 2016.

Prof. Ufo Okeke-Uzodike is a Political Scientist with early
educational training in Nigeria and further studies at Wake Forest
University, the University of South Carolina, and the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, USA. His PhD is in the ﬁeld of Political
Science with subﬁeld interests and specialisations in international
relations, international political economy, United States foreign
policy, conﬂict transformation and peace studies, and comparative
politics. Drawing from this training, his research activities straddle
the linked and mutually reinforcing areas of governance, conﬂict and
development.
With over 15 years of managerial experience and 28 years of
academic experience Prof. Ufo Okeke-Uzodike has served as the
Dean and Head of the School of Social Sciences, College of
Humanities, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. He was also
the Academic Coordinator of the International Relations Programme,
School of Politics, Howard College at the same university.
Okeke-Uzodike has written over a hundred and ﬁfty publications and
his publications focus on issue-areas that have particular resonance
and relevance for justice, peace, human security and development in
Africa such as national foreign policies, regional integration,
democratisation and economic development, the roles and social
rights of women, politics of religion, and conﬂict transformation. He
serves as editor of two Journals: Affrika: Journal of Politics,
Economics and Society; and Ubuntu: Journal of Conﬂict
Transformation.
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Stakeholders reach a resolution on Grazing Policy
... at the Development Policy Seminar (Enugu Forum) on Everywhere as grazing land

S

takeholders in the south east Nigeria have
called on the governments of the zone to help
in resolving the conﬂict existing between cattle
herdsmen and farmers in the region. Discussants and
participants at the Development Policy Forum in
Enugu organized by African Heritage Institution
made this call recently.
Addressing the participants at the forum, the
Executive Director of African Heritage Institution
Prof. Ufo Okeke-Uzodike lamented that the country
is divided by politics and governance issues,
geography and region of origin, ethnicity, religion
and social class and these has impeded on the
development of the country. He noted that there is
need to address the pastoralist question and
intergroup relations in the country.
Speaking on the theme, “Everywhere as grazing land:
The pastoralist question and intergroup relations in
Nigeria” the guest speaker, Dr. Azeez Olaniyan, a
political scientist, Ekiti State University, Ado Ekiti
said grazing must be restricted and the idea of making
everywhere grazing area cannot be sustained. He
added that though the Ekiti State Model is a good
example but there is need to adopt the 2014 Confab
on pastoralism as a working document which
recommended establishment of ranches equipped
with modern technology such as fodder
development, abattoirs, creating businesses around
the livestock chain and establishment of grazing
reserves.

the pastoralists from being a regional, ethnic or
religious problem to a national security issue that
requires concerted efforts. And also that cattle must
be reared in designated grazing zones and herders
should be encouraged to purchase land.
In his contributions, Chief Nduka Eya, an elder
statesman and the Secretary-General of Ohanaeze
Ndigbo noted that there is need to bring back history
into the curriculum of schools as this will help in
educating the young children on where they we are
coming from and where we are heading. He
emphasized the need for equity, justice and fairness in
our governing process as this will help in
checkmating conﬂicts in the country.
AIG H. H. Karma of Zone 9 who was also present at
the seminar stated that the conﬂict between herders
and farmers has been happening around the country
for a long time. He recommended collaboration
between the police, the government and communities
to ensure peace between herders and farmers and
other members of the community. He added that in
Anambra State, Governor Obiano used this
collaborative strategy and it worked. He warned that
arming vigilantes will not solve the problem but
rather it would escalate the problem and create
dangerous downstream problems.

He added that there is need to change the narrative of
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Nigeria: Sale of assets as dangerous policy myopia?
by
Chukwuma Charles Soludo, CFR

I

have just read the wide media coverage regarding
the recommendations of the National Economic
Council (NEC) as well as the Senate on the ways
to reboot the economy out of the current recession.
Times such as this require all brains at work and all
hands on deck. Consequently, I commend both
institutions for their patriotic duty in advising the
President. Surely, the proposals are still mere advice
or recommendations, and not approval as wrongly
reported by some media. Only the President can
approve any of those recommendations to become
policy (both NEC and Senate are advisory bodies on
matters of national economic policy).
Without a doubt, several of the proposals deserve
serious consideration.In particular, the Senate
suggestion for active coordination between monetary
and ﬁscal authorities is urgent. Furthermore, the
suggestion to urgently review legislations that
impede the economy and enact new ones is
commendable.
The National Assembly and the Presidency should
declare an emergency on these legislations and
ensure that they deliver on them over the next 100
days for the sake of Nigeria. I expected this to have
been done within the ﬁrst 100 days of this
administration. I am not in the habit of joining issues
except when I consider the matter critical.
Speciﬁcally, I am troubled by the proposal to sell
some valuable national assets in order to “build
reserves and provide funds for immediate spending”
and thus ensure that this recession will be the
“shortest” ever. Some people had bandied the same
suggestion in the past but I largely dismissed it as a
joke. But when the Senate and NEC joined the
convenient but ﬂawed call for asset sale, I have a
citizen duty to join others in letting our voice be
heard. Part of the legacy of the oil resource curse on
matters of public ﬁnance is a mindset that resorts to
easy, albeit lazy approach to ‘quick ﬁxes’ – with a
gaze on the short term even when the issues are
structurally long-term.
So, I understand the mental framework that drives
such a proposal especially given the pressures to
show immediate results. But for the record, it is our
considered view that the proposal is based on a false
foundation.
Our thesis is that in extreme, exceptional
circumstances, sale of certain assets could be a last
4
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resort option but that Nigeria is currently not near that
threshold and the institutional framework for its
effective use is also not in place. Furthermore, we
argue that any sale of assets now amounts to chasing
pennies when by acts of omission or commission, we
are losing pounds.
Such a hasty auction of national assets can only
beneﬁt a privileged few with cash and access while
jeopardizing Nigeria’s long term economic interests.
It will be a historic mistake for the reasons stated
below. Let me start by noting that the objective of
policy is mistakenly identiﬁed in terms of getting the
economy out of recession. Recession is short-term.
Positive growth
With good rains and bumper agricultural harvest,
GDP growth can easily recover with tepid positive
growth and bingo, we are out of recession! A GDP
growth rate of even 0.01% next quarter will mean that
we are out of the recession.
What does this actually mean for the average
Nigerian? Really very little! The fundamental issue to
focus the attention of policymakers is that the
economy has dramatically compressed by more than
50% in US dollar terms.
The GDP compressed in dollar terms from about
$575 billion (as at the time this government took
over) to about $252 billion currently – depending on
the exchange rate used (currently estimated to be
about third largest economy in Africa after South
Africa and Egypt; with per capita income closer to
$1,300 from over $3,000 in 2014).
With the current policy regime, it will be a miracle if
the current government can, after eight years in ofﬁce
by 2023, succeed in returning Nigerian economy just
to the size of GDP (in US dollars) it met it in 2015.
... continues on page 6
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IDRC Monitoring Visit 2016

A group photograph of IDRC Team and AfriHeritage

A

s part of its routine evaluation procedure, the Dakar based Programme Ofﬁcer of the IDRC Dr. Diakala
Sanogo and Dr. Peter da Costa were on a working visit to the Institution on September 15th and 16th, 2016.

The visit was part of IDRC’s monitoring and evaluation framework for tracking the implementation of TTI
programme by Think Tanks/Institutions on annual bases. The team were impressed to meet the new Executive
Director and commented that they look forward to the Institution doing better in the coming year.
Prof. Ufo Okeke-Uzodike assured them that African Heritage Institution will not relent in its efforts to fulﬁll the
vision of renascent Africa through various approaches and broadened thematic areas.

Enugu Forum: A South East Regional platform for
ARC-PERL
African Heritage Institution through the platform of the Enugu Forum has been chosen to spearhead the DFID
programme on Accountable, Capable and Responsive (ARC) Government pillar of the Partnership to Engage,
Reform and Learn (PERL) programme.
The partnership to Engage, Reform and Learn (PERL) is a ﬁve-year DFID-funded governance programme which
aims to support Nigerian governments to become demonstrably better at prioritising, planning, resourcing,
delivering, tracking and accounting for the delivery of public goods and services that respond to the needs of men,
women and vunerable persons, who are themselves actively engaged in ensuring these. Accountable, Capable and
Responsive (ARC) Government pillar, which builds on reforms intiated through the State Partnership for
Accountability Responsiveness and Capacity (SPARC) and Federal and Public Administration Reform (FEPAR)
Programme, will strengthen processes, practices and capacities within government to ensure more accountable
and effective use of public resources.
The milestones to be delivered include; Innovations and states prepared for showcasing and Regional Summit in
the south east region. The institution has begun in the implementation of the programme.
AfriHeritage Newsletter
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capital account. Nigeria currently has much more
reserves to cover even six months of imports (size of
imports also depends on exchange rate). So, what is the
problem? No amount of reserves can stop currency
speculation in a poor policy environment.

Continued from page 4
To be fair, the wheels of the economy were already
falling off by the time this government took over plus
other complications of the oil sector and I sympathize
with them. But it is also fair to note that some of its
policy choices have made matters worse.

There is much more to conﬁdence than absolute or
relative size of reserves. Look around our West African
neighbours that are doing far better in economic terms
and check out the size of their reserves (even as
percentage of GDP). Until 2004, Nigeria never had
more than $10 billion in reserves, and we have survived
oil prices below $10 without selling Nigeria.

Now that the government is showing seriousness in
tackling the crisis, focusing on short-term next quarter
GDP growth misses the key point and has the danger of
understating the serious work required. Second, there is
little basis for the ﬁgures being bandied (only God
knows how they did the valuation and by whom to get
$10- 15billion expected from the asset sales), and there
is no basis for the expectation that shoring up reserves
by this amount will magically restore investor
conﬁdence and stop speculation on the naira.

Currency attacks
The British pounds has been down for months against
major currencies since the Brexit vote in June, while
China (with trillions of dollars in reserves) experienced
major stock market and currency attacks recently and
the Yuan had to be devalued. Before the 2008/2009
crisis, Russia had robust reserves but it lost tens of
billions struggling to defend the local currency and
eventually yielded to the market. We spent one year
trying to reinvent the wheel of macro management and
exchange rate regime at a time of adverse terms of trade
shocks with twin deﬁcits.

What they seem to suggest is that there is a sense of
“optimal level of reserves for conﬁdence” such that
once investors see $35 billion or $40 billion as reserves,
they will stop speculation. This is a strange argument.
Private economic actors are much smarter. There is
more to investor conﬁdence than temporary boost in
stock of reserves when everyone knows that the
underlying political environment as well as the policy
regime and its credibility make the ﬂow of reserves
unsustainable.

Finally, we have admitted that we had used the Nigerian
economy and Nigerians as guinea pigs in the futile
experimentation with tried but failed policy – and the
dead bodies are littered everywhere with a recession,
escalating unemployment and factory closures, rising
inﬂation and poverty. Now we have started to make.

The IMF calculates reserve adequacy in terms of the
amount to ﬁnance at least three months of imports
especially for countries with ﬂexible exchange rate
(which we claim to have), and of course also enough to
cover short term forex liabilities for countries with open
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New Appointments:
Dr. Nathaniel Urama, Programme Director
(Applied Economics)
The Board of Directors
in November 2016
appointed Dr. Nathaniel
Urama, as the Director
of Applied Economics
Programme.
Dr. N. Urama holds a
First Class Honours
degree in Economics, a
Master of Science
degree with Distinction
Dr. Nathaniel Urama
in Public Policy both
from University of
Nigeria, Nsukka, and a PhD in Macroeconomics with
Distinction from University of Nigerian, Nsukka insplit-site with University of Reading, United
Kingdom, sponsored by the Commonwealth
Scholarship Commission. His outstanding academic
performance gave him so many academic awards and
scholarships right from his undergraduate level which
includes: African Economics Research Consortium
PhD thesis Grant Award in 2012; Commonwealth
Doctoral Scholarship Award in 2012; University of
Nigeria Academic award for the best graduating BSc
student (2004/2005) session; Zenith Bank Academic
award for the best graduating BSc student
(2004/2005) session; and lots more.
Currently, Dr Nathaniel Urama is a macroeconometric lecturer (his area of specialization) at
University of Nigeria, Nsukka. As a lecturer in
Economics Department, University of Nigeria,
Nsukka, his responsibilities includes: Teaching
Macroeconomic theory and models, Econometrics
and Research Methodology at all levels; Instructing
students on practical Econometrics models using
different software (MATLAB, Dynare, Octave,
STATA, E-views, SPSS, PC-GIVE etc.) at both the
undergraduate and postgraduate level; Supervising
students' Thesis, etc.
Dr Urama is research consultant to so many economic
and policy research institutes both within and outside
the country and he joined African Heritage Institution
as an adjunct staff.

AfriHeritage visits Dream FM!
As part of its efforts to inﬂuence policy through better
media relations, African Heritage Institution made a
courtesy call to one of the major media outlets in the
south east: Dream FM on 14th September 2016. The
team which was led by the Executive Director, Prof.
Ufo Okeke-Uzodike was welcomed by the
management of the Dream FM headed by the
Managing Director, Mr. Antonio Cruise. During the
course of the meeting, both parties agreed that it was
necessary to work together to promote evidence based
policy making in the country.

In-house Capacity Building!
African Heritage Institution organised a one day in
house training for staff members on 9th September
2016. The training which was facilitated by the
research unit of the Institution was aimed at boosting
the research skills of staff member to help them in
being more productive. Both research and
administrative staff members participated in the
training.

Press Clips!
The September 2016 Enugu Forum with the theme
“Everywhere as grazing land: The pastoralist
question and intergroup relations in Nigeria” was
published in Newspoint and Vanguard on Sept. 20
2016, BusinessDay on October 2 2016, ThisDay and
Champion on Sept. 25 2016, National Light and
Leadership on Sept. 22 2016 and Newsﬂash on Sept.
26 2016.
On the electronic media, news on the Forum was
aired on Radio Nigeria (Coal City FM) and Dream
FM on Sept. 14, 15, 16, 19, and 20 2016. Also, the
Executive Director Prof. Ufo Okeke-Uzodike and a
fellow Mr. Stan. Ukeje were on People’s Forum on
Dream FM on Sept. 28 2016.
The Train-the-Trainers course and the new
appointments were also reported on some Nigerian
news media.
AfriHeritage Newsletter
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Varsity lecturers get trained on
Advanced Econometrics
The African Heritage Institution just recently concluded the ﬁrst phase of it’s training programme tagged “Trainthe-Trainers (TTT)” where over forty (40) lecturers from universities in Nigeria were trained on Advanced
Econometrics for Policy Analysis. The training which was borne after a meeting held between AfriHeritage and
Heads of Departments of Economics and Banking and Finance from both public and private universities was
aimed at equipping lecturers with relevant skills needed in policy analysis. The overall goal of the training
programme was to increase skills, expertise and knowledge for the appreciation, use and applications of
econometrics methodologies/techniques for policy analysis (formulation, implementation and forecasting).The
aim of the training is to proffer economic solutions that are workable in order to increase the effectiveness and
credibility of academics in policy analysis.
The training took place on 17th – 28th October 2016 and had lecturers shortlisted from universities across the
country in attendance.
Speaking at the Training, the Executive Director, African Heritage Institution Prof. Ufo Okeke-Uzodike stated that
the idea of econometrics for policy analysis is certainly relevant in a Nigeria that is knee-deep in economic
recession; where many amongst the citizens are too poor to eat daily; where emplaced solutions seem to defy the
quest for effectiveness and academics and expects seem to have lost credibility due to their continued
ineffectiveness as policy makers, analysts and implementers. He also noted that the Institution is willing to bear the
cost of the training as its contribution to the development of the country.
The course has both theoretical and hands-on components and participants were exposed to new econometrics
skills and models used in policy analysis. Prof. Nyong from University of Calabar and Dr. N. Urama from
University of Nigeria Nsukka were the facilitators of the training.
The training programme is slated to hold annually and will cover a larger group of participants.

Dr. N Urama teaching the participants during a session
8
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COMMUNIQUE OF DEVELOPMENT POLICY SEMINAR (ENUGU
FORUM) HELD ON SEPTEMBER 20, 2016 AT AFRICAN
HERITAGE INSTITUTION CONFERENCE HALL, ENUGU
The Enugu Forum is a veritable platform for informed debate on socio-economic issues with
the objective of proffering ideas to enhance the quality of policy decision-making. Although
based in the Southeast region, its focal issues often target public policy in Nigeria and across
our continent. The Forum has been done for well over a decade and is facilitated by African
Heritage Institution (AfriHeritage) in line with its mission to promote evidence-based policies.
The Forum comprises civil society organizations, private sector organizations, government
technocrats and academia.
The September 2016 session of the Forum featured a policy dialogue titled “Everywhere as
grazing land: The pastoralist question and intergroup relations in Nigeria”.

Observations
Ÿ The conﬂict between herdsman and farmers has increased in magnitude in recent years. The

conﬂict is
however not isolated to any particular region but appears to occur across
the country, and even in other parts of West and Central Africa.
Ÿ It was also pointed out that relationships between herders and farmers have not always been

fractious. These relationships have existed for years and in many cases are still peaceful.
Not all herdsmen were involved in violence.
Ÿ Climate change and security threats, the growth of agriculture and the increasing

competition for land were pointed out as some of the causes of the increase in conﬂicts.
These factors were aided by a range of factors including the availability of small arms and
the absence of dispute resolution mechanisms.
Ÿ An often forgotten part of the conﬂict involves cattle rustling with such cases rising over the

last few years as well.
Ÿ Effective ofﬁcial responses to the conﬂict, however, have been slow and inadequate; thus,

resulting in avoidable casualties to both lives and property.
Ÿ The conﬂicts also seem to have political undertones with instances of perpetrators shielded

from arrest or from the judicial process.
Ÿ Finally, the distinction was made between the owners of cattle and the herdsmen. This

distinction, although not always apparent, was considered important for understanding the
dynamics of the herdsmen and farmer conﬂicts.
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Recommendations
The following recommendations were proffered from the forum:
Ÿ The 2014 Confab report on pastoralism should be revisited. The Confab report was based

on deliberations by various stakeholders across the country.
Ÿ Resolution of political conﬂicts: The permanent resolution of the conﬂict will require a

resolution of the political issues behind the conﬂict which will involve equity, justice, and
fairness for all parties involved.
Ÿ The cattle and herdsmen should be monitored using modern tracking techniques. A number

of suggestions were made in that regard. For instance, it was argued that there is a need for
each cattle and each herdsman tending the cattle to be uniquely identiﬁed. Proper
monitoring will make it easier to resolve disputes and deal with infractions before they
degenerate into violence. The Anambra state model is a good example of such an exercise.
Ÿ The beneﬁcial owners of cattle should be identiﬁed and involved in the monitoring process.
Ÿ The regional nature of cattle movements also means that the national borders need to be

secured and international movements of cattle and herdsmen tracked as well.
Ÿ In some cases, the police are not particularly well equipped to track and apprehend culprit

herdsmen. This is mostly due to the superior knowledge of informal “bush” routes by
herdsmen. As such, there should be a special force to monitor and track herdsmen activities
Ÿ Mode of operation: The herdsmen should change their mode of operation away from

informal techniques to more modern methods of pastoralism. This would involve the
purchasing of land for grazing and more business-like attitudes to herding. This would also
involve disclosures on wages paid to herdsmen to prevent labour abuse by owners of cattle.
Ÿ Laws regulating the movement of cattle in major cities and on major roads were also

suggested. This is in keeping with the best practice internationally.
Ÿ Local security outﬁts and vigilante groups should also be supported to act as a counter

weight to herdsmen who are most often armed.
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